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Why 'post-Covid rehab' is the latest wonder treatment

for anxious billionaires

For super-rich su�ering from fatigue and depression brought on by the

crisis, specialist services are just a phone call away

By Helen Kirwan-Taylor
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The rami�cations of Covid-19 and lockdown are beginning to sink in.

Divorce lawyers, rehab centres and weight loss clinics are all reporting

huge increases in demand. The super wealthy, unaccustomed to being

con�ned to one house (or one country) have been the �rst to reach for the

speed dial.

“When lockdown �rst happened it all went very quiet,” says Dr. Alberto

Pertusa, a top Harley Street psychiatrist who treats high net worth

patients. “At �rst it was about panic �lling repeat prescriptions but in the

last two months I have been absolutely �ooded with calls.

"Some patients need help with the usual problems but many have di�cult

personalities - and family life, without the normal distractions, puts the

pressure on. There is a great deal of apprehension about �nancial stability

now which is causing sleep issues and fuelling drinking and other

addictive behaviours,” he says.

The result is a 500% increase in referrals to one of the few boom industries

of the moment: luxury rehab. The days of sitting around in circles in dingy

basements are long over.  Today’s CEO or multimillionaire can expect to

treat his mental issues and addictions in an atmosphere not unlike his own

home. Equipped with 24-hour sta�, post-Covid recovery is almost a

relaxing experience. All he or she has to do is ask the PA to order a Netjet.



Paracelsus Recovery in Zurich, the world's most expensive rehab centre CREDIT: Paracelsus

At Paracelsus Recovery in Zurich, the world’s most expensive rehab,

clients can expect to pay a minimum of £65k a week to deal with issues

ranging from alcohol and depression to OCD and phobias. Each guest is

assigned his or her own luxury apartment which comes with a 24-hour

live-in therapist as well as a personal chef, housekeeper, limousine driver,

personal trainer, psychiatrist and on call nurse. “Bio-molecular

restoration”, spiritual counselling and spa treatments also feature on the

menu.

Guests often stay for four weeks, at a cost of £250,000.  Such is the

standing of its celebrity clientele that the website refers to the “entourage”.

Dr. Marta Ra, CEO of Paracelsus Recovery says coronavirus has created

widespread loneliness fear, anxiety and stress. “The crisis brought a lot of

existential questions with it. Many people are now thinking about loss,

mortality and the meaning of their lives in a di�erent way,” she says.



Many choose to check in alone. “For some being in a con�ned situation

where everyday behaviours can be scrutinised - with no escape - makes

them reach boiling point, especially if relational dynamics are di�cult,”

says Dr. Tamsin Lewis who runs the concierge proactive health company,

Wellgevity and consults at The Lanserhof in Mayfair.   

“We call this 'decompensating'. On top of this, our daily repertoires have

been restricted so we’re forced to confront di�cult conversations we

might have avoided by travelling or being at the o�ce. Our coping

strategies in quarantine have narrowed and made it easier to be ‘triggered’

into a relapse.”

Dr. Lewis sends patients to both the Paracelsus and rival the Kusnacht

Practice. “These clients have often multiple addictive behaviours -

including alcohol, prescription medication or exercise or eating disorders,”

she says.

“There is also a low boredom threshold amongst the super-wealthy. People

who are used to a life of hedonistic pleasures will feel

“anhedonic”, depressed.  Husbands or wives can’t have their a�airs; they

can’t go o� on benders. Stuck at home they have to confront deep

wounds”. Quarantine introspection is often not pretty.



Many choose to check in alone CREDIT: Verdura Resort

Rather than subject themselves to the scrutiny of 'the group', they choose

to confront demons privately in a luxurious atmosphere. “My issue with

these sorts of places - which are proliferating - is that it can be di�cult in

the world of the wealthy to develop deep connections,” Lewis says. “By

catering to individuals needs you actually remove the discomfort which is

may be necessary for growth. Our safety nets may need a few holes. This

helps build resilience."

Some doctors argue that pampering might re-inforce a sense of

dependence and that the solution is to take it all away. At the Extraordinary

Adventure Club, a bespoke programme which tailor makes life changing

expeditions around the world, clients pay for the exact opposite. The aim

being to develop serenity under duress.

Run by a former o�cer of the Royal Marines, it takes people into the

wilderness and teaches them to fend for themselves. Silicon Valley

billionaires and Hollywood actresses equally respond to challenge of being



in nature (from Scotland to the Amazon) without a signal.  “If you have no

material need you can end up lost” says EAC founder Calum Morrison.”

The goal is to give clients a reset button and uncover a sense of purpose.”

The cost for a minimum stay of three months begins at £30k. 

Doctor Mosaraf Ali

For many the demon has been Covid-19 itself which has left people

exhausted with ongoing health issues. While average Jo lies on a sofa, the

wealthy can now check into clinics designed speci�cally to combat the

e�ects of the Coronavirus. Dr. Mosaraf Ali, who treats many celebrities and

has years of experience treating ME, has developed a wellness programme

that will be rolled out across �ve Rocco Forte hotels (it has already

launched in Sicily).

It focusses around his Marma massage (an ancient practice designed to

increase oxygen �ow to the brain) using his own blended oils, breathing

techniques and light yoga. “This virus is very bizarre and unpredictable,”

Ali says. His ten-day Recovery Programme (which includes an initial



consultation, daily massages, group yoga, nourishing meals and

meditation) at the Verdura Resort in Sicily starts September 1st. Costs

(excluding accommodation) are £3,650.

Verdura Resort in Sicily

Lockdown tummy is another casualty of Covid-19.  For the rich, it means

asking Siri to dial MAYR (after Netjets) on their phones and checking into

what many call 'rehab-lite'. Though many clinics now o�er the Mayr

programme, the Viva Mayr and the Original FX Mayr (both on the lake

Wörthersee in Austria) are the A-list’s choice.

Based on the principle that a healthy gut equals a healthy body, residents

are given only very light (mushy food), stale (very purposely chewy) bread

and broths coupled with Epsom salt drinks, massages and consultations

with one of the in-house doctors.

Within a few days of lockdown easing, my Instagram feed �lled with

pictures of elegant ladies in bathrobes gazing at Austrian sunsets extolling



the virtues of detox. 

Gabriella Schnitzler Managing Director of the Original FX Mayr says the

bookings are coming in fast and furious. “We see our existing, but also

new, guests coming with an increased awareness towards the importance

of health or the desire for silence and peace,” she says.

"Uncertainty leads to stress and anxiety which is, as we know, weakening

the immune system.  And here, we are surrounded by wonderful nature

and specialists with a holistic approach. Our guests are re-charging their

batteries and their spirits.”  A week at the Original FX Mayr costs between

£2�5k depending on treatments.

Dr. Lewis, who herself su�ers from post-covid fatigue, is currently

developing the ultimate programme, one that incorporates all of the above

in one comfortable place: home.  “As we know, Covid-19 has forced people

to re�ect on their travel,” she says. “It is the right time to bring the

wellness revolution to your front door”. Watch this space.

Sign up for the Telegraph Luxury newsletter for your weekly dose of exquisite

taste and expert opinion. 
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